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1 Introduction 
The proposal is placed before the Unicode Consortium to encode the Tulu Script in the 

Universal Character Set (UCS) (ISO/IEC 10646). The current document is an 

improvement on the proposal put forward by Michael Everson on 22nd April 2011 | 

N4025, L2/11-120 and by U.B. Pavanaja, Karnataka Tulu Sahitya Academy on 23rd 

September 2020 | L2/21-019. This proposal further elaborates the character-set 

descriptions in L2/20-177 dated 19th June 2020, considers the suggestions put forward 

in L2/20-279 and attempts to justify the questions raised by Deborah Anderson, Ken 

Whistler, Roozbeh Pournader, Lisa Moore, and Liang Hai in the recommendation 

document L2/21-073.  

Documents Sent to Unicode Consortium Till Date 

Sl. No. Date Document Type Reference 
1.  22nd April 2011 Proposal to encode Tulu Script  N4025, L2/11-120 

2.  19th June 2020 Tulu Unicode Minutes and Charts L2/20-177 

3.  23rd September 2020 Proposal to encode Tulu Script L2/21-019 

4.  25th October 2020 Comments on differences between Tulu 

and Tigalari proposals 

L2/20-279 

5.  23rd April 2021 Recommendation to UTC #167 April 2021 

on script proposals 

L2/21-073 

 

6.  23rd May 2021 Karnataka Tulu Academy-Unicode Reply L2/21-213 

Table 1. Documents sent to Unicode Consortium 

Major Documents for Reference 

Sl. No. Document Type Annexure 
1.  Tulu Character Set for Encoding | TA-ATT-03/05/2021 I 

2.  Chapter 6, Tulu | The Dravidian Languages | Routledge Publications II 

3.  Translated copy of the book “Tulu Lipi Parichaya” (Tulu Script) by Dr. 

Radhakrishna Bellur | TA-ATT-01/05/2021 

III 

4.  Tulu drama book "Piñgārada bāle siri" written in Tulu Script (Tulu Script) 

by Gangadhar Kidiyoor | TA-ATT-02/05/2021 

IV 

5.  Pictorial Evidence of the developed Tulu script being used in prominent 

public places. 

V 

6.  Updated Version of Tulu Font | Baravu 2.0.otf VI 

7.  Keyboard layout of Baravu font VII 

8.  Supporting documents by the Government of India, Government of 

Karnataka and other Universities, Academies and Institutions of national 

importance to the character-set prepared by Karnataka Tulu Sahitya 

Academy for encoding of Tulu script. 

VIII 

Table 2. Major Documents for Reference 

https://unicode.org/L2/L2011/11120-n4025-tulu.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21019-tulu.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20177-tulu.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20279-tulu-tigalari-cmts.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21073-script-adhoc-rept.pdf
https://unicode.org/L2/L2011/11120-n4025-tulu.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20177-tulu.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21019-tulu.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20279-tulu-tigalari-cmts.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21073-script-adhoc-rept.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21213-tulu-reply.pdf
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2 Background of the Language and the Script 
A language of great historical and cultural value, Tulu belongs to the Dravidian family of 

languages. The speakers of Tulu mainly inhabit the coastal regions of Karnataka state, 

thus occupying the areas of Mangalore and Udupi. A major portion of the population also 

resides in the Kasaragod district which falls in the Northern portion of the state of Kerala. 

In addition to these areas which are traditionally recognized with the Tulu community, 

the presence of the people owing to socio-economic needs are also found in various parts 

of India and the world, especially in Mumbai and the Middle East. It is also important to 

note that the birth of the Tulu language is essentially identified with the region 

Tulunaadu. The geographical boundaries of the land extend from the river Suvarna in the 

North and Chandragiri in the South while the eastern and western boundaries are limited 

by the Western Ghats in the East and the Arabian Sea in the west. The Census of India, 

2011 reported a total of 18,46,427 as the population of the Tulu based on the specific 

survey of the region, whereas the actual count is estimated to reach near 10 millions. With 

representation among people of such a prominent number and presence of rich literary 

heritage, encoding of the Tulu script is the need of the hour for ease of protection, 

preservation and usage in the digital era.  

The immense knowledge that Tulu carries with itself dates back to 2000 years and 

continues till today. The knowledge system, however, has been subjected to continuous 

evolution and modification according to the needs of the concerned social period in 

history. The usage of Tulu script in production of the community’s indigenous literature 

was extremely popular among the scholars. However, gradual shifts started to appear 

with the slow but steady entry of printing technologies in Tulunaadu.  The Christian 

Missionaries found it appropriate to reproduce all texts in Kannada script which would 

have a greater reach as most of the people with knowledge of Tulu also knew Kannada. 

The fact that Kannada was used across a bigger geographical boundary contributed 

further to making the changes in printing practices. It led to the gradual shift in allegiance 

to Kannada script for Tulu language.  

Historically, the regular usage of Tulu scripts was very common among the scholars 

which is evident from the thousands of manuscripts discovered in various parts. The 

gradual enrichment of the language took shape owing to the folk culture and literature 
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that was produced by poets like Arunabja, Vishnuthunga among others. The Tulu script 

or the Tulu Lipi, better known among the native users, grew in popularity because of the 

practice to document traditional Vedic mantras and rituals. Moreover, the clockwise 

orbital writing feature of the Tulu script which had strong significance in Hindu culture 

and practices added further to development of people’s faith and allegiance to record the 

holy scriptures using the script. The movement initiated with Madhavacharya, the seer of 

Krishna Mutt, Udupi during the early 13th century, who used the Tulu script for all his 

literary creations. He popularized the script even further with his decision to not only use 

the same for religious writings but also while putting his signature in official documents. 

Taking historical proofs and research of the diachronic timeline of Tulu language into 

consideration, the western researcher, A.C. Burnell (1878) in his seminal work on the 

Dravidian languages traced the origin of the Tulu script which answered several 

questions on the possible associations of Tulu language and script. The point of origin as 

he suggested was the Grantha script. The same was elaborated with the aid of the 

following chart: 

 

Chart 1. Origin of the Tulu from Grantha. A.C. Burnell (1878). Elements of South Indian Paleography 

The table very clearly suggests the origin of Tulu and owing to its geographical proximity 

to Kerala and speakers sharing knowledge of both the languages, the linguistic features 

of the script were of great resemblance. Thus, it was Tulu-Malayalam during the 1300s 

and with the formation of gradual distinct identities and development of the two 

languages, they became cognates in 1600 and were thereafter recognized separately. 
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However, scholars do suggest that the historicity of Tulu dates back further than 

Malayalam, thereby indicating the great importance of the language and script. 

One of the major concerns in recent times has been the naming of the script of the Tulu 

language. The choice of calling the script as Tulu or Tulu-Tigalari has been controversial. 

It is desirable that the script of the language is attributed as only Tulu. The reasons for 

the same will be placed with proper arguments in the subsequent sections of the 

discourse of the proposal. To begin with, the finalized nomenclature of a script for any 

language depends greatly on how much the same is identifiable with the language 

community’s popular culture and practice. The naming of a script does not necessarily 

depend on how much a particular variety is put into practice by the social elitists of a 

specific geographic location but on the extent to which it is used by the entire cross-

section of the concerned linguistic society. It may be noted that the script in question here 

was mainly used by the Havyaka brahmins of North Canara and Western Ghats to 

transcribe the original Sanskrit texts in Tulu for popularizing among the masses of the 

region. Even in South Canara, the limitation of Tigalari script is further proven as the 

Havika Brahmins of the region chose to write using the script for Old Tulu and Malayalam 

in all their personal and regular writings and records. The evidence of the same is found 

in their hand written family records, which were later referred to, compiled and edited 

for the Gazetteer of India, South Canara, Volume I, by the then District Collector, John 

Sturrock in 1894. 

In continuation to the previous reference of the evolution of Tulu and Malayalam scripts 

separately, Dr. Venkataraja Puninchithaya’s further research study revealed the close 

association of three sister scripts of Tulu which originated from the same Grantha script.  

 

Chart 2. Point of Origin and Evolution of Independent Tulu Script 

ARYALIPI | GRANTHA SCRIPT

TULU-MALAYALAM 
SCRIPT

TULU SCRIPT

TIGALARI SCRIPT

MALAYALAM 
SCRIPT
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3 Archaic Evidence of Tulu Script Existence 

3.1 Literary Texts Based Evidence 
Dr. Venkataraja Puninchathaya is regarded as the pioneer in the field of manuscriptology 

in various Indian languages. Much of the credit for the Tulu renaissance and revival of 

literature goes to Dr. Puninchathaya who himself had written a number of research 

papers, poems, plays and prasangas in Tulu. He is the one to actually start the movement 

of establishing the fact that Tulu does have a script of its own. It was due to unacceptance 

of the modern printing technologies which pushed for Kannada script owing to large 

geographical spread and use among the masses, that led to the fading away of popular 

usage to an extent. However, his great discovery of Tulu epic poems ‘Shree Bhagavatho’, 

‘Kaveri’, ‘Tulu DeviMahatme’, ‘Tulu Mahabharatha’ and ‘Tulu Karnaparva’ led to the 

revival of interests in the language’s preservation, promotion and usage.  The publication 

of these great classical works brought the long-deserved prestige and honor for the 

language.  

3.2 Inscription Based Evidence 
The fact that Tulu language is not only oral but also has a major textual representation of 

its own came into being with the uncovering of a major epic ‘Sri Bhagavato’ by Dr. 

Venkataraja Puninchathaya. This led to the revival of literary practices in Tulunadu and 

great works started to be produced by prominent scholars from various disciplines, thus 

enriching the language further. Following the aforesaid discovery, finding of other 

notable inscriptions in and about Tulu across the geographical boundaries of Tulunadu 

led the modern scholars of the language to think seriously about the recognition, 

development and usage of the script in future generations. The inscriptions which are 

worth mentioning include: 

a. Gōsāda Inscription 

Location: Kumbadaje Village Gōsāda Sri Mahishamardini Temple, Kasaragod. 

Probable Period of Inscription: 1110 AD to 1160 AD 

Ruler of the Region: Kabi Alupendra 
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Brief Inscription Details: Refers to Kabi Alupendra being Mittanādhike (in-charge) 

of building the sanctum sanctorum of the temple. 

 

b. Anantpura Inscription 

Location: near Ganapati Shrine, Ananthapura Temple, Kumble, Kasaragod.  

Probable Period of Inscription: 1285 AD to 1315 AD 

Ruler of the Region: Aliya Bankideva 

Brief Inscription Details: Refers to ‘Vaikindeveyāyi Kabayasimha’ which historians 

believe to be the other name of Aliya Bankideva who saved the Mugraira villagers 

from imposed house taxes. The inscription refers to orders set by the king which, 

if disobeyed, will not be tolerated.  

 

 

 

 

 

Gōsāda Inscription 

Anantpura Inscription 
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c. Kidooru Inscription 

Location: behind Kidur Temple, Kumble, Kasaragod. 

Probable Year of Inscription: 1127 AD 

Ruler of the Region: Kabi Alupendra 

Brief Inscription Details: Refers to donations by Kabi Simha towards the 

development of Kidoor Temple.  

 

d. Kulashekara Inscription 

Location: sanctum sanctorum of the Sri Veeranarayana Temple, Kulashekara, 

Mangalore. 

Probable Year of Inscription: Unknown. 

Brief Inscription Details: Refers to the involvement of a King in the establishment 

of the temple who contributed 12 Mudi (Unit of measurement) ‘Baar’ (Paddy) and 

gold to the temple.  

 

 

 

Kidooru Inscription 

 

Kulashekara Inscription 
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e. Mameshwara Inscription 

Location: Mameshwara Umamaheshwara Temple, Vitla 

Probable Period of Inscription: 1285 AD to 1315 AD 

Ruler of the Region: Aliya Bankideva 

Brief Inscription Details: In memory of the victory against Badacha (Badaja), a 

native king of Vitla region.  

 

f. Ubrangala Copper plate Inscription 

Location: Ubrangala, Kasaragod 

Brief Inscription Details: Purushotama Nochilathaya Tantri’s information to 

Kideyoor Narayan’s son, Keshava about the adoption of a baby boy to the Kideyoor 

family.  

  

Mameshwara Inscription 
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4 General Linguistic Feature of Tulu Language 

4.1 Structure 
Tulu script has a basic structure which is very similar to the other scripts derived from 

Brahmi script. It is written from left to right. It has basically three types of characters – 

swaras (vowels), yogavahas and vyanjanas (consonants). Consonants have the built-in or 

inherent vowel ‘a’ which can be replaced by the vowel signs known as matras. A total of 

84 characters-set is being proposed for Tulu which incorporates 17 vowels, 36 

consonants, 2-part vowels, 1 virama, 16 vowel signs and 12 basic digit representations 

for various numerical combinations.  

4.1.1 Configuration of Vowel System: Independent, Dependent & Part-Vowel 

Formations  

4.1.1.1 Independent Structures  

There are 17 vowels and 16 vowel signs in Tulu language which occur independently and 

dependently (in combination with consonants/consonant clusters) respectively. The 

vowel system is inclusive of two diphthongs, namely, Tulu Letter-ai and Tulu Letter-ou. 

Besides, the configuration also consists of Anuswara and Visarga which, although are 

part-vowels, have been elaborated in a separate section in accordance with the approved 

encoding proposals of various scripts of other Indian languages. It must be noted that the 

aforesaid diphthongs cannot be considered for splitting into two vowel signs. Rather, 

distinct Unicode values should be assigned to ai and ou. 
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The 17 independent vowels which occur in word formations are as follows:   

Tulu Vowels | Swaras – Set Of 17 

Sl. No. Description Equivalent Tulu Vowels- 
Independent Scripts 

1.  TULU LETTER: a AA  
2.  TULU LETTER:  ā Aa 
3.  TULU LETTER: i Ai 
4.  TULU LETTER:  ī AI 
5.  TULU LETTER:  ụ AuA 
6.  TULU LETTER: u Au 
7.  TULU LETTER:  ū AU 
8.  TULU LETTER (vocalic):  ṛ AR 
9.  TULU LETTER (vocalic):  ṝ ARR 
10.  TULU LETTER: e eA 
11.  TULU LETTER:  ē EA 
12.  TULU LETTER:  è oA 
13.  TULU LETTER:  é OA 
14.  TULU LETTER: ai eeA 
15.  TULU LETTER: o eAa 
16.  TULU LETTER:  ō EAa 
17.  TULU LETTER: au AY 

Table 3. Independent Tulu Vowel Scripts 

4.1.1.2 Dependent Vowel Signs and Their Formation Pattern 

The 17 vowel sounds along with their respective independent scripts which are 

described above are also represented as vowel signs for combining with consonants or 

consonant clusters except the first vowel sound- a. This sound in particular is inherent in 

the alphabets and therefore not separately included in the set of vowel signs. The rest of 

the sounds combine with consonants or various clusters to omit the inherent word final 

-a sound. These markers get associated at various positions viz, before, after, above, 

below and on both before and after the consonants in some cases.  The positionings in 

relation to the base character can therefore be divided into five categories:  

 

Chart 3. Vowel Sign Positionings 

The vowels signs which co-occur with other alphabets are as follows: 

Tulu Dependent Vowel Signs | Matras – Set Of 16 

VOWEL-SIGN POSITIONINGS 

(w.r.t Base characters) 

RIGHT 
ABOVE & 
BELOW 

BELOW & 
LIGATING TO 
THE RIGHT 

LEFT 

TWO-PART 

(Both LEFT & 
RIGHT) 
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Sl. No. Description Equivalent Markers of Vowels for Combining with 

Consonants/Consonant Clusters – Matras – 
Dependent Structures 

1.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: aa ◌a 

2.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: i ◌i 

3.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: ii ◌I 

4.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: u ◌uA 

5.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: u ◌u 

6.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: uu ◌U 

7.  TULU VOWEL SIGN (vocalic):  ṛ ◌R 

8.  TULU VOWEL SIGN (vocalic): ṛṛ ◌RR 

9.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: e e◌ 

10.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: ee E◌ 

11.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: è o◌ 

12.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: é O◌ 

13.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: ai ee◌ 

14.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: o e◌a 

15.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: oo F◌a 

16.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: ou ◌Y 
Table 4. Dependent Tulu Vowel Signs 

These dependent vowel signs, as discussed earlier, are majorly used to replace the 

inherent -a sound in Tulu consonants to arrive at other sounds in tune with pronunciation 

needs of various words. They are positioned at various locations alongside the 

consonants. The shape of the base character, however, remains the same with the 

addition of any of the vowel signs. The signs 1-3, 16 occur to the right of the base, 4 is 

attached in a combined form both above and below, 5-8 are attached below and ligate to 

the right, 9-13 cling to the left of the base and finally 14-15 co-occur in two parts, both to 

the left and right of the base.  

The vowel signs do not alter the existing shape of the consonants/consonant clusters 

upon attachment and thus the shapes remain identifiable distinctively, unlike other 

Indian languages. The following sub-sections showcase the representation of 36 

consonant sets when attached to various vowel signs as stated above. 

a) Vowel Signs to the Right 

1.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: aa ◌a 

2.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: i ◌i 

3.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: ii ◌I 

4.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: ou ◌Y 

 

The formations which take place when the above vowel signs are combined with 36 consonants 

are represented as follows:  
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(Refer to Table 7 for consonants-set) 

1. 

◌+◌a= ◌a|k + ◌a= ka [Eg.] 

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT SET AND VOWEL SIGN [◌a] COMBINATION: 

 
ka>>Ka>>ga>> Ga>> Za>> ca>>Ca>> ja>>Ja>> 
za>>qa>>Qa>>wa>>Wa>>Na>>ta>>Ta>>da>>Da>>na>>pa>>Pa>>ba>>Ba>>ma>>ya>>ra>>xx
rhaxxa>>la>>va>>Sa>>xa>>sa>>ha>>La >>xxzhaxxa 
             

2. 

◌+◌i= ◌i|k + ◌i= ki [Eg.] 

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT SET AND VOWEL SIGN [◌i] COMBINATION: 

 
ki>>Ki>>gi>> Gi>> Zi>> ci>>Ci>> ji>>Ji>> 
zi>>qi>>Qi>>wi>>Wi>>Ni>>ti>>Ti>>di>>Di>>ni>>pi>>Pi>>bi>>Bi>>mi>>yi>>ri>>xxrhaxxi>>li>

>vi>>Si>>xi>>si>>hi>>Li >>xxzhaxxi 
             

3. 

◌+◌I= ◌I|k + ◌I= kI [Eg.] 

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT SET AND VOWEL SIGN [◌I] COMBINATION: 

 
kI>>KI>>gI>> GI>> ZI>> cI>>CI>> jI>>JI>> 
zI>>qI>>QI>>wI>>WI>>NI>>tI>>TI>>dI>>DI>>nI>>pI>>PI>>bI>>BI>>mI>>yI>>rI>>xxrhaxxI>>lI
>>vI>>SI>>xI>>sI>>hI>>LI>>xxzhaxxI 
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4. 

◌+ ◌Y = ◌Y|k + ◌Y= kY [Eg.]     

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT SET AND VOWEL SIGN [◌Y] COMBINATION: 

 
kY>>KY>>gY>>GY>>ZY>>cY>>CY>>jY>>JY>> 
zY>>qY>>QY>>wY>>WY>>NY>>tY>>TY>>dY>>DY>>nY>>pY>>PY>>bY>>BY>>mY>>yY>>rY>>x
xrhaxxY>>lY>>vY>>SY>>xY>>sY>>hY>>LY>>xxzhaxxY 
 

b) Vowel Signs Above and Below 

5.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: u ◌uA 

 

5. 

◌+◌uA= ◌uA|k + ◌uA= kuA [Eg.]     

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT SET AND VOWEL SIGN [◌uA] COMBINATION: 

 
kuA>>KuA>>guA>> GuA>> ZuA>> cuA>>CuA>> juA>>JuA>> 
zuA>>quA>>QuA>>wuA>>WuA>>NuA>>tuA>>TuA>>duA>>DuA>>nuA>>puA>>PuA>>buA>>
BuA>>muA>>yuA>>ruA>>xxrhaxxuA>>luA>>vuA>>SuA>>xuA>>suA>>huA>>LuA 
>>xxzhaxxuA 
          

c) Vowel Signs Below and Ligating To The Right 

6.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: u ◌u 

7.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: uu ◌U 

8.  TULU VOWEL SIGN (vocalic):  ṛ ◌R 

9.  TULU VOWEL SIGN (vocalic): ṛṛ ◌RR 

 

6. 

◌+◌u= ◌u|k + ◌u= ku[Eg.]     

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT SET AND VOWEL SIGN [◌u] COMBINATION: 

 
ku>>Ku>>gu>> Gu>> Zu>> cu>>Cu>> ju>>Ju>> 
zu>>qu>>Qu>>wu>>Wu>>Nu>>tu>>Tu>>du>>Du>>nu>>pu>>Pu>>bu>>Bu>>mu>>yu>>ru>

>xxrhaxxu >>lu>>vu>>Su>>xu>>su>>hu>>Lu >>xxzhaxxu 
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7. 

◌+◌U= ◌U|k + ◌U= kU[Eg.]     

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT SET AND VOWEL SIGN [◌U] COMBINATION: 

 
kU>>KU>>gU>> GU>> ZU>> cU>>CU>> jU>>JU>> 
zU>>qU>>QU>>wU>>WU>>NU>>tU>>TU>>dU>>DU>>nU>>pU>>PU>>bU>>BU>>mU>>yU>>
rU>>xxrhaxxU>>lU>>vU>>SU>>xU>>sU>>hU>>LU >>xxzhaxxU 
            

8. 

◌+◌R= ◌R|k + ◌R= kR [Eg.]     

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT SET AND VOWEL SIGN [◌R] COMBINATION: 

kR>>KR>>gR>> GR>> ZR>> cR>>CR>> jR>>JR>> 
zR>>qR>>QR>>wR>>WR>>NR>>tR>>TR>>dR>>DR>>nR>>pR>>PR>>bR>>BR>>mR>>yR>>rR>
>xxrhaxxR>>lR>>vR>>SR>>xR>>sR>>hR>>LR>>xxzhaxxR 
            

9. 

◌+◌RR= ◌RR|k + ◌RR= kRR [Eg.]     

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT AND VOWEL SIGN [◌RR] COMBINATION: 

 
kRR>>KRR>>gRR>>GRR>>ZRR>>cRR>>CRR>>jRR>>JRR>> 

zRR>>qRR>>QRR>>wRR>>WRR>>NRR>>tRR>>TRR>>dRR>>DRR>>nRR>>pRR>>PRR>>bRR>>B

RR>>mRR>>yRR>>rRR>>xxrhaxxRR>>lRR>>vRR>>SRR>>xRR>>sRR>>hRR>>LRR>>xxzhaxxRR 

          

e) Vowel Signs to the Left 

10.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: e e◌ 

11.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: ee E◌ 

12.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: o◌ 

13.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: O◌ 

14.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: ai ee◌ 
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10. 

◌+e◌= e◌|k + e◌= ek[Eg.]     

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT AND VOWEL SIGN [e◌] COMBINATION: 

 

ek>>eK>>eg>> eG>> eZ>>ec>>eC>>ej>>eJ>> 

ez>>eq>>eQ>>ew>>eW>>eN>>et>>eT>>ed>>eD>>en>>ep>>eP>>eb>>eB>>em>>ey>>er

>> exxrhaxx>>el>>ev>>eS>>ex>>es>>eh>>eL>>exxzhaxx 
          

11. 

◌+E◌= E◌|k + E◌= Ek [Eg.]     

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT AND VOWEL SIGN [E◌] COMBINATION: 

 

Ek>>EK>>Eg>> EG>> EZ>>Ec>>EC>>Ej>>EJ>> 

Ez>>Eq>>EQ>>Ew>>EW>>EN>>Et>>ET>>Ed>>ED>>En>>Ep>>EP>>Eb>>EB>>Em>>Ey>>Er

>>Exxrhaxx>>El>>Ev>>ES>>Ex>>Es>>Eh>>EL>>Exxzhaxx 
          

12. 

◌+ o◌= o◌|k + o◌= ok [Eg.]     

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT AND VOWEL SIGN [o◌] COMBINATION:    
 

ok>>oK>>og>> oG>>oZ>>oc>>oC>>oj>>oJ>> 

oz>>oq>>oQ>>ow>>oW>>oN>>ot>>oT>>od>>oD>>on>>op>>oP>>ob>>oB>>om>>oy>>

or>>oxxrhaxx>>ol>>ov>>oS>>ox>>os>>oh>>oL>>oxxzhaxx 
          

13. 

◌+ O◌= O◌|k + O◌= Ok [Eg.]     

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT AND VOWEL SIGN [O◌] COMBINATION:    
 

Ok>>OK>>Og>>OG>>OZ>>Oc>>OC>>Oj>>OJ>> 

Oz>>Oq>>OQ>>Ow>>OW>>ON>>Ot>>OT>>Od>>OD>>On>>Op>>OP>>Ob>>OB>>Om>>

Oy>>Or>>Oxxrhaxx>>Ol>>Ov>>OS>>Ox>>Os>>Oh>>OL>>Oxxzhaxx 
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14. 

◌+ ee◌= ee◌|k + ee◌=eek [Eg.]       

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT AND VOWEL SIGN [ee◌] COMBINATION:    
 

eek>>eeK>>eeg>>eeG>>eeZ>>eec>>eeC>>eej>>eeJ>> 

eez>>eeq>>eeQ>>eew>>eeW>>eeN>>eet>>eeT>>eed>>eeD>>een>>eep>>eeP>>eeb>

>eeB>>eem>>eey>>eer>>eexxrhaxx>>eel>>eev>>eeS>>eex>>ees>>eeh>>eeL>>eexx
zhaxx 
          

f) Two-Part Vowel Sign (Left & Right) 

15.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: o e◌a 

16.  TULU VOWEL SIGN: oo F◌a 

 

15. 

◌+ e◌a= e◌a|k + e◌a=eka [Eg.]       

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT AND VOWEL SIGN [e◌a] COMBINATION:    
 

eka>>eKa>>ega>>eGa>>eZa>>eca>>eCa>>eja>>eJa>> 

eza>>eqa>>eQa>>ewa>>eWa>>eNa>>eta>>eTa>>eda>>eDa>>ena>>epa>>ePa>>eba>>e
Ba>>ema>>eya>>era>> exxrhaxxa >>ela>>eva>>eSa>>exa>>esa>>eha>>eLa>> exxzhaxxa 

 
16. 

◌+ F◌a= F◌a|k + F◌a= Fka [Eg.]       

STRUCTURAL SET OF CONSONANT AND VOWEL SIGN [F◌a] COMBINATION:    
 

Fka>>FKa>>Fga>>FGa>>FZa>>Fca>>FCa>>Fja>>FJa>> 

Fza>>Fqa>>FQa>>Fwa>>FWa>>FNa>>Fta>>FTa>>Fda>>FDa>>Fna>>Fpa>>FPa>>Fba>>FB

a>>Fma>>Fya>>Fra>>Fxxrhaxxa >>Fla>>Fva>>FSa>>Fxa>>Fsa>>Fha>>FLa>>Fxxzhaxxa 
          

4.1.1.3 Part Vowel Structures | Yogavahas 

 

These elements do not fall under the categorisation of either consonant or vowel but 

owing to their linguistic and phonetic features are termed as part vowels because of their 

typical usage to mark sounds. The Yogavahas constitute of anusvāra and visarga. While 

the anusvāra has a nasal feature (- am), the visarga carries the voiceless glottal fricative 

sound. They are indicated in Tulu in the following manner: 

 Tulu Part Vowels | Yogavahas – Set Of 02 

Sl. N Description Equivalent Tulu Sign 
1.  TULU VOWEL SIGN:  ◌M   
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aṃ - anusvara 

2.  TULU VOWEL SIGN:  

aḥ- visarga 
◌H 

Table 5. Tulu Part Vowels 

Anusvāra refers to what follows a vowel and is responsible keeping the vowel sound to 

the left of it intact. On the other hand, Visarga is added to the right of the base consonant. 

4.1.2 Consonants | Vyanjanas 

The 36 consonants identified in Tulu language are essentially categorized into vargeeyas 

and avargeeyas, in tune with the structural identifications of other established scripts of 

various Indian languages. The first 25 consonants are known as vargeeyas which are 

marked and established based on the oral structural patterns with specific focus on 

tongue position during pronunciations, while the remaining 11 alphabets are termed as 

avargeeya vyanjanas which are a set of unstructured characters.  

SL. 

No. 

Place of 

Articulation 

Manner of Articulation 

Voiced (-) Voiced (-) 

Aspirated 

Voiced (+) Voiced (+) 

Aspirated 

Nasal 

1 Velars k K g G Z 

2 Palatals c C j J z 

3 Retroflex q Q w W N 

4 Dental t T d D n 

5 Labial p P b B m 

Table 6. Articulation Mechanisms of Vargeeyas 

The entire consonant set consisting of inclusive of both the vargeeyas and avargeeyas are 

placed below:  

Tulu Consonants | Vyanjanas – Set Of 36 

Sl. No. Description Equivalent Tulu Alphabets 
1.  TULU LETTER: k k 
2.  TULU LETTER: kh K 
3.  TULU LETTER: g g  
4.  TULU LETTER: gh G 
5.  TULU LETTER: ṅ Z 
6.  TULU LETTER: c c  
7.  TULU LETTER: ch C 
8.  TULU LETTER (vocalic):  j j 
9.  TULU LETTER (vocalic): jh J 
10.  TULU LETTER: ñ z 
11.  TULU LETTER: ṭ q 
12.  TULU LETTER: ṭh Q 
13.  TULU LETTER: ḍ w 
14.  TULU LETTER: ḍh W 
15.  TULU LETTER: ṇ N 
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16.  TULU LETTER: t t 
17.  TULU LETTER: th T 
18.  TULU LETTER: d d 
19.  TULU LETTER: dh D 
20.  TULU LETTER: n n 
21.  TULU LETTER: p p 
22.  TULU LETTER: ph P 
23.  TULU LETTER: b b 
24.  TULU LETTER: bh B 
25.  TULU LETTER: m m 
26.  TULU LETTER: y y 
27.  TULU LETTER: ra r 
28.  TULU LETTER: ṟ xxrhaxx 
29.  TULU LETTER: l l 
30.  TULU LETTER: v v 
31.  TULU LETTER: ś S 
32.  TULU LETTER: ṣ x 
33.  TULU LETTER: s s 
34.  TULU LETTER: h h 
35.  TULU LETTER: ḷ L 
36.  TULU LETTER: l xxzhaxx 

Table 7. Tulu Consonants 

 

4.1.3 Final-Vowel Deleter/ Control Character | Virama 

The Virama character is used in combination with consonants to disable the inherent 

vowel -a sound in Tulu. The encoding techniques for Indic scripts which depend on Indian 

Script Code for Information Interchange (ISCII) model facilitate the integration of Virama 

features. It solves two purposes w.r.t the requirements for successful representation of 

the entire linguistic mechanisms of a language. First, muting of the in-built vowel sound -

a and second, controlling the final sound during formation of conjuncts placed adjacent 

to any consonant/semi-vowel. 

In Tulu, however, the Virama (in Unicode enabled Indic scripts) functions in the similar 

pattern as that of not just the Devanagari script based Indian languages but also others. 

It is put into effect when the required word formation needs the removal of the inherent 

word final -a sound in consonants or semi vowels.  

k + ◌A + K = kAK | k + virama + kh = k.kh [Eg.] 
STRUCTURAL COMBINANTION OF CONSONANT AND VIRAMA FOR INHERENT WORD FINAL VOWEL 
DELETION            
 

Tulu Marker To Disable The ‘A’ From Consonants | Halant – Set Of 01 

Sl. No. Description Equivalent Tulu Sign 
1.  TULU HALANT SIGN:  ◌A 
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Table 8. Tulu Halant 

4.1.4 Clusters | Samyukthaksharas 

Apart from suppressing the inherent word final -a sound, the Virama leads to the 

implementation and formation of consonant clusters or samyukthaksharas. This is very 

common in Indic scripts and Tulu language, too, has good number of usages in word 

structures. The clusters are made by combination of consonants and with or without 

vowel signs at the end. The addition of the control character or the virama leads to the 

deletion of final -a sound from the first consonant. This is followed up by the joining of 

the required consonant which ultimately forms the samyukthaksharas. In case of the need 

to attach a vowel sign to the finalized consonant cluster, the same is added post the script 

as per the usual rendering methods of vowel addition (left, right, above and below, below 

and ligating to the right and two-part symbols to the base consonant cluster). The below 

table give a general overview of how the shaping of samyukthaksharas take place both 

with and without vowel signs. 

Sl. 

No. 
Consonants Post samyukthaksharas vowel positionings 

I II N. A. LEFT | 

-e (e◌) 

RIGHT 

| -i (◌i) 

BELOW & 

LIGATING 

TO RIGHT 

| -ṛ (◌R) 

ABOVE & 

BELOW | 

-u (◌uA) 

TWO-PART | 

-o (e◌a) 

1. k k kAk ekAk kAki kAkR kAkuA FkAka 

2. k K kAK ekAK kAKi kAKR kAKuA FkAKa 

3. k g kAg ekAg kAgi kAgR kAguA FkAga 

4. k t kAt ekAt kAti kAtR kAtuA FkAta 

5. k p kAp ekAp kApi kApR kApuA FkApa 

Table 9. Functioning of Samyukthaksharas 

4.1.5 Digits and Numerical 

Tulu language script has a set of 12 distinct characters for representing numerals. Very 

similar to the configuration of numerals from other languages, Tulu, too has one-to-one 

presentations between 0 to 9. However, for the digits 10 and 100, there are separate 

characters. This is very similar to the way digits are combined and represented in the 

digits and numerals set of Tulu’s cognate language, Malayalam.  

Therefore, the 12 essential characters to convey numerical forms for all necessary 

combinations are as follows: 
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Tulu Digits & Numerical | Set Of 12 

Sl. No. Description Equivalent Tulu Digits 
1.  TULU DIGIT: zero 0   
2.  TULU DIGIT: one 1 
3.  TULU DIGIT: two 2 
4.  TULU DIGIT: three 3 
5.  TULU DIGIT: four 4 
6.  TULU DIGIT:  five 5 
7.  TULU DIGIT: six 6 
8.  TULU DIGIT: seven 7 
9.  TULU DIGIT: eight 8 
10.  TULU DIGIT: nine 9 
11.  TULU DIGIT: ten xxtenxx 
12.  TULU DIGIT: hundred xxhundredxx 

Table 10. Tulu Digits and Numerals 
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5 The Script 

5.1 Integration of Additional Characters: The choice of 

character set 
The integration of modern characters in the alphabet system of Tulu has been 

implemented taking into consideration the recent usage patterns of the language. Every 

language is subjected to constant evolution and adjustment to meet numerous linguistic 

needs. Accordingly, the encoding of Tulu language through character-set should not be 

based only on the traditional system but must be a well-balanced representation so as to 

encompass all the possibilities of linguistic compositions of the language. The alphabet 

system prepared by the Karnataka Tulu Sahitya Academy is just a reflection of that. 

Majority of the Indian languages have undergone transformation and Tulu is no different. 

The official language of Karnataka, Kannada has evolved from the traditional 

Halegannada and so has Tulu from Palanthulu.  

The addition of new letters to the alphabet system is the result of series of scientific 

experiments and linguistic explorations based on the current need of the language. The 

letters have been accepted all over Tulunaadu (Annexure V) and are being taught across 

multiple academic institutions where the learners and teachers have been actively using 

the set. It is therefore proposed to consider the characters as the default look in system 

fonts.  

In the entire character set hereby proposed for encoding, the letters corresponding to 

phonetic values of ụ, ē, é, è, ō are currently being additionally implemented for usage. This 

resulted in a more comprehensive presentation of the features that modern Tulu 

requires.   

Sl. No. Description Non-Traditional Characters 
1.  TULU LETTER:  ụ AuA 
2.  TULU LETTER:  ē EA 
3.  TULU LETTER:  è oA 
4.  TULU LETTER:  é OA 
5.  TULU LETTER:  ō EAa 

Table 11. Non-Traditional Characters 
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5.2 Tulu v/s Tulu-Tigalari: The issue of naming the script 
The point of origin for both Tulu and Tigalari scripts is unquestionable. Both the scripts 

along with Malayalam have originated from the Old Grantha or the Aryalipi. The Aryalipi 

was later termed as Tulu-Malayalam in the 1300s due to linguistic similarities and 

geographical closeness of both the speakers of the languages residing along the borders 

of Karnataka (Tulu speakers) and Kerala (Malayalam speakers), before being eventually 

divided into three distinct categories of scripts, namely, Tulu, Malayalam and Tigalari in 

modern years. The strong association of Tulu and Malayalam scripts with their respective 

languages cannot be denied. This is backed by innumerable instances and evidence of a 

long heritage of a distinct Tulu script which appeared in literary texts that are found by 

prominent scholars across the region. The inscriptions in the language are still being 

discovered and are under constant research and study.  

Tigalari, on the other hand, has minimum archaic evidence to support the claim of 

consistent usage in general and official purposes across the historical timeline. The palm 

leaf manuscript-based proofs suggest that Tigalari- the script had restricted usage only 

among the scholars, chiefly meant for the purpose of presenting and popularizing 

prominent Sanskrit texts in the adjacent areas. Moreover, epigraphists and paleographic 

experts have been constantly advocating the fact that Tulu, as a language along with the 

script has much older literary history than not only Tigalari but also Malayalam which 

has its own identifiable culture and history. It should be noted here that Tigalari is a 

nomenclature to the script that has been adopted by certain scholars to meet linguistic 

requirements for narrating Sanskrit literature through a local script. The script cannot be 

identified with a particular linguistic community or culture. There is no proper evidence 

to support the claim. Any community’s language and the related script should be able to 

clearly identify itself with live culture, traditions and practices to substantiate the claim 

of association with each other. Tigalari, stands independently only for giving a separate 

identity to the manuscripts written for the sole purpose of popularizing Sanskrit.  

Furthermore, Tulu carries the identity of the people of Tulunaadu since time immemorial. 

The fact that it is the language of the people of the land is evident from the fact that 

besides being found in inscriptions dating back to the 10th century, Tulu has received 

royal patronage of various kings over the years and continues to be a matter of pride, 

prestige and great emotional value in the 21st century. In all these years of prominent 
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usage and independent literary creations in Tulu, Tigalari is nowhere to be found and 

therefore has no relevance, at least, in the proposal of encoding Tulu. In-fact, it should be 

taken in due consideration that Malayalam, which has already got a well-defined distinct 

recognition in all respects across India and the world, Tulu, too, should not be left behind 

and be encoded due to its large-scale usage in all the sectors. Chart 1 and Chart 2 can be 

referred to observe the diachronic timeline and how the languages have taken their 

independent shapes and adopted a clear usage system. Tigalari, on the other hand, (Ref: 

Chart 3) is only a script system adopted for literary usage. It is absolutely not required to 

integrate Tigalari with Tulu while naming the script. 

On tracing the works of immense importance since the 10th century that gave Tulu an 

identity of its own and taking the discovery, research and observations of epigraphists 

and paleographic experts into consideration, the irrelevant linkage between Tulu and 

Tigalari can further be confirmed. Subas Nayak Bantakal’s seminal book Tulu 

Shasanagalu (Tulu Inscription), prepared in consultation with scholars of high repute like 

S.A. Krishnaiah and Dr. Balakrishna Bellur, is a reflection of extensive research that 

singularly establishes the identity of Tulu language and script. That Tulu script was 

extensively used is confirmed from the Kadile and Talangere inscriptions of Alupa King 

Kundavaram (968 AD) and Jayasimha (980-1000 AD) respectively. In the case of first 

reference of the inscription, it is based on Sanskrit and written using Grantha or the then 

developing Tulu script. Whereas in case of the Talangere inscription, usage of Tulu in 

Grantha-Tulu script and Kannada in Kannada script were found in two consecutive parts, 

thus further confirming the strong identity of the Tulu language in separation. Being used 

by and under the knowledge of the royal king is indeed a key supporting reference to the 

importance of the language. More such inscriptions were found in places like Gosada, 

Kidoor, Anantapura, Pelattor, Kudupu, Vittla, Kunjoor, Parakkila, Bajakoodlu, Renjala, 

Kulashekhara and others. The Alupa kingdom was very supportive of the usage and 

development of the Tulu script and with the king’s initiatives and support, the language 

started to reach North Canara and Malenadu during the 12th and 13th centuries. It is in 

specific to the regions of North Canara and Humcha regions that the Tulu script is 

referred to Tigalari owing to literary purposes of usage without any significant impact on 

the entire alphabet system of the language. More than 15000 palm leaf manuscripts were 

also found in this area which the experts suggest to have been written entirely in Tulu. 
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Apart from this, B. Lewis Rice, who had aggregated and arranged 270 Sanskrit and Prakrit 

manuscripts in and around Shringeri, found only 1 reference of Tigalari in contrast to 21 

of Tulu. The other reference found about Tigalari was in Epigraphia Carnatika (Vol-III) 

wherein there is a mention about a donation being given to a teacher who teaches ‘Nagari, 

Kannada, Tigularaya’ scripts. Lewis interpreted the terminology to be a combination of 

two parts: Tigala (A community of Tamil origin using Tamil Script) +Arya (Sanskrit 

literature usually tagged to the word Arya) = Tigalarya, which later became Tigalari. This 

interpretation further confirms about the limitation of the script to only representation 

purpose and not an identity carrier with any language, community and culture.  

Moreover, the development of the Tigalari script to build an easy bridge of understanding 

between the Sanskrit texts and natives of the Malenadu region is affirmed by the efforts 

taken up by the scholars to write various forms of Sanskrit literature in Tigalari and 

propagate them among the mass. Tigalari script is only a medium and method of 

representation and interpretation which has no direct linkage with a language 

community to the core. Sanskrit has its own Devanagari script with pan-India usage and 

needs no additional script choice and so is Tulu which has its own independent set, 

acknowledge and appreciated among the Tuluvas. The Tigalari script in question has 

therefore no direct users for communicative and linguistic purpose among the Tulu 

community in general. This is further confirmed by the workshops conducted across 

Karnataka which are motivated towards deciphering and translating Tigalari script 

manuscripts based on Sanskrit into even a language like Kannada. Tigalari, thus, was 

configured to act as tool to interpret languages for local understanding and never denoted 

a live language. 

Numerous other studies which were conducted have repeatedly confirmed the existence 

of Tulu language and script without any influence of Tigalari in its overall structure and 

composition mechanisms. A.C.Burnell (1874-78) categorised the writing system to be 

Tulu-Malayalam in his book ‘Elements of South Indian Paleography’ with Tulu occupying 

the initial portion of the nomenclature. Advanced studies coupled with hard evidence led 

Roy Bahadur Gowri Shankar Ojha to conclude in 1971 the separateness of Tulu and 

Malayalam in his work ‘Bhaarateeya Lipimaala’. Even before the discoveries of 

manuscripts or inscriptions, the history and continued usage pattern of the language 

made Dr. P. Gururaja Bhat to confirm the singular presence of Tulu script in the book 
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‘Studies in Tuluva History and Culture’ (Bhat, G. P.,1975). Additionally, Dr. Vasanth Shetty, 

too, has confirmed the presence of Tulu script in copper plate inscriptions along with 

Kannada language’s Kannada script. He elaborated this further in ‘Brahmavarada Itihasa’ 

with evidence of limited Tulu inscriptions found in the Ullooru Kartikeya Subramanya 

Temple, Kandaavara along with Kannada inscriptions, thus confirming it further about 

the strong parallel presence of Tulu as a distinct language with its own script besides the 

dominant language of the state, Kannada. 

5.3 Recognitions and Provisions 
The encoding of the Tulu script is the need of the hour. With digital framework entering 

into every sphere of human lives, a language like Tulu which carries a long established 

literary, social and cultural history, deserve to have an established space. The character 

set prepared by the Karnataka Tulu Sahitya Academy is the result of years of rigorous 

study, research and development of alphabets that preserves the legacy of the script and 

accommodates the requirements of modern speakers and users of the language for 

technological integration. A dedicated team of linguists, scholars, technical experts and 

academic researchers finalized the present character set after a series of debates and 

discussions over a decade. This resulted in a set which comfortably suits the purpose and 

enables easy representation and usage, incorporating all the needs for various linguistic 

formations. The same has been approved and encouraged for encoding by the Central 

Institute of Indian Languages, Ministry of Education, Government of India. Further to the 

approval and recommendation of CIIL, the proposed script has also been accepted by the 

Government of Karnataka, University of Mumbai, Dravidian University, Mangalore 

University and Kerala Tulu Academy (Ref: Annexure VII).  

The acceptance of the script by the people of Tulunaadu is also very much evident from 

the wide scale usage across prominent public spaces (Ref: Annexure V). The same is also 

being taught in schools and through various digital platforms. The need to include Tulu 

as a subject in the academic curriculum of higher education including colleges, 

universities and certificate courses were being seriously felt and therefore being 

implemented with great success over more than a decade. The government has instructed 

Tulu to be taught as a third language beside Kannada and English being second and third 

languages respectively from 2009 onwards. Mangalore University in Karnataka and 
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Dravidian University, Andhra Pradesh are offering full-time Master’s Degree (M.A.) 

courses in Tulu in addition to teaching it as an optional language subject. Moreover, there 

is a serious consideration to include Tulu in pre-university colleges across the state. With 

more than 300 Tulu instructors, the Tulu Academy has got a strong faculty composition, 

which in association with Jai Tulunaadu, Namma Tulunaadu Trust, Yuva Tulunaadu, 

Tuluver Kudla, Tuluverenkulu Bangalore, Tuluvas Council and many others, are teaching 

the Tulu script developed by Karnataka Tulu Sahitya Academy through a scientifically 

modeled course in schools, colleges, private organizations, religious centers etc. Upon 

successful completion of the course and passing of the examination, the learners are 

awarded with certificates. The easy adaptability to the developed Tulu script which can 

efficiently reproduce any linguistic combination, has led to its greater popularity among 

the mass and language enthusiasts. The Baravu font, in particular (Ref: Annexures VI and 

VII), developed to provide Tulu a strong digital space, has been extremely successful in 

terms of acceptability and popular usage by academicians, scholars, linguistic and 

technological experts for implementing it in not only regular typing and desktop 

publishing but also in multiple tech-needs for tool and software development initiatives. 

The popularity is such that there has been a rising demand to consider Tulu as one more 

official language of the state of Karnataka and integrating the language in the Eighth 

Schedule of Indian Constitution. Furthermore, with the New National Educational Policy 

encouraging the use of mother tongue in primary teaching and learning, the encoding of 

Tulu script can hugely benefit the young learners of the language community in this 

digital era of 21st century.  

Language research and development is a continuous process. Encoding of a language 

script eases its application towards computational linguistics, especially natural language 

processing, speech recognition system and artificial intelligence. Machine learning and 

translation systems too are the key areas where a progressive and independent language 

system can play a huge role. It is therefore an absolute must for an extremely important 

language like Tulu which has enormously rich heritage and literary value to be encoded 

for research, development and implementation across various sectors.  
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6 Table of Unicode Block 

6.1 Independent Vowels 
CODE VALUE EQUIVALENT TULU ALPHABETS DESCRIPTION 

11B50 AA  TULU LETTER: a 

11B51 Aa TULU LETTER:  ā 

11B52 Ai TULU LETTER: i 

11B53 AI TULU LETTER:  ī 
11B54 AuA TULU LETTER:  ụ 

11B55 Au TULU LETTER: u 
11B56 AU TULU LETTER:  ū 

11B57 AR TULU LETTER (vocalic):  ṛ 

11B58 ARR TULU LETTER (vocalic):  ṝ 

11B59 eA TULU LETTER: e 

11B5A EA TULU LETTER:  ē 

11B5B oA TULU LETTER:  è 
11B5C OA TULU LETTER:  é 

11B5D eeA TULU LETTER: ai 

11B5E eAa TULU LETTER: o 

11B5F EAa TULU LETTER:  ō 

11B60 AY TULU LETTER: au 

 

6.2 Dependent Vowels 
CODE VALUE EQUIVALENT TULU ALPHABETS DESCRIPTION 

11B61 k TULU LETTER: k 

11B62 K TULU LETTER: kh 

11B63 g TULU LETTER: g 

11B64 G TULU LETTER: gh 

11B65 Z TULU LETTER: ṅ 

11B66 c TULU LETTER: c 
11B67 C TULU LETTER: ch 

11B68 j TULU LETTER (vocalic):  j 

11B69 J TULU LETTER (vocalic): jh 

11B6A z TULU LETTER: ñ 

11B6B q TULU LETTER: ṭ 

11B6C Q TULU LETTER: ṭh 

11B6D w TULU LETTER: ḍ 

11B6E W TULU LETTER: ḍh 

11B6F N TULU LETTER: ṇ 

11B70 t TULU LETTER: t 

11B71 T TULU LETTER: th 
11B72 d TULU LETTER: d 

11B73 D TULU LETTER: dh 

11B74 n TULU LETTER: n 

11B75 p TULU LETTER: p 

11B76 P TULU LETTER: ph 

11B77 b TULU LETTER: b 

11B78 B TULU LETTER: bh 

11B79 m TULU LETTER: m 
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11B7A y TULU LETTER: y 
11B7B r TULU LETTER: ra 

11B7C xxrhaxx TULU LETTER: ṟ 

11B7D l TULU LETTER: l 

11B7E v TULU LETTER: v 

11B7F S TULU LETTER: ś 

11B80 x TULU LETTER: ṣ 
11B81 s TULU LETTER: s 

11B82 h TULU LETTER: h 

11B84 L TULU LETTER: ḷ 

11B85 xxzhaxx TULU LETTER: l 

 

6.3 Tulu Halant 
CODE VALUE EQUIVALENT TULU SIGN DESCRIPTION 

11B86 ◌A Tulu Halant  

 

6.4 Dependent Vowel Signs 
CODE VALUE EQUIVALENT TULU SIGN DESCRIPTION 

11B87 ◌a TULU VOWEL SIGN:  ā 

11B88 ◌i TULU VOWEL SIGN: i 

11B89 ◌I TULU VOWEL SIGN:  ī 
11B8A ◌uA TULU VOWEL SIGN:  ụ 

11B8B ◌u TULU VOWEL SIGN: u 

11B8C ◌U TULU VOWEL SIGN:  ū 

11B8D ◌R TULU VOWEL SIGN (vocalic):  ṛ 

11B8E ◌RR TULU VOWEL SIGN (vocalic):  ṝ 

11B8F e◌ TULU VOWEL SIGN: e 

11B90 E◌ TULU VOWEL SIGN:  ē 

11B91 o◌ TULU VOWEL SIGN:  è 

11B92 O◌ TULU VOWEL SIGN:  é 

11B93 ee◌ TULU VOWEL SIGN: ai 

11B94 e◌a TULU VOWEL SIGN: o 

11B95 F◌a TULU VOWEL SIGN:  ō 

11B96 ◌Y TULU VOWEL SIGN:  au 

 

6.5 Yogavahas 
CODE VALUE EQUIVALENT TULU SIGN DESCRIPTION 

11B97 ◌M TULU VOWEL SIGN:  anusvara aṃ 

11B98 ◌H TULU VOWEL SIGN: visarga aḥ 

 

6.6 Digits and Numericals 
CODE VALUE EQUIVALENT TULU DIGIT DESCRIPTION 

11BA4 0   TULU DIGIT: zero 
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11BA5 1 TULU DIGIT: one 
11BA6 2 TULU DIGIT: two 

11BA7 3 TULU DIGIT: three 

11BA8 4 TULU DIGIT: four 

11BA9 5 TULU DIGIT:  five 

11BAA 6 TULU DIGIT: six 

11BAB 7 TULU DIGIT: seven 
11BAC 8 TULU DIGIT: eight 

11BAD 9 TULU DIGIT: nine 

11BAE xxtenxx TULU DIGIT: ten 

11BAF xxhundredxx TULU DIGIT: hundred 
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7 Annexures 

7.1 Tulu Character Set for Encoding 
The character set for encoding has been already submitted in the document L2/21-188 

 

 

 

 

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21188-tulu-docs.pdf
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7.2 Chapter 6, Tulu- The Dravidian Languages | Routledge 

Publications 
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7.3 Translated Copy of the Book “Tulu Lipi Parichaya” (Tulu 

Script) By Dr. Radhakrishna Bellur 
Translated copy of the book “Tulu Lipi Paicahaya” has been already submitted in the previous 
document L2/21-188 
 

7.4 Tulu Drama Book "Piñgārada Bāle Siri" Written in Tulu 

Script (Tulu Script) By Gangadhar Kidiyoor  
Tulu drama book "Piñgārada bāle siri" written in Tulu Script (Tulu Script) by Gangadhar Kidiyoor 
has been already submitted in the previous document L2/21-188 
 

7.5 Pictorial Evidence of the Developed Tulu Script being 

Used in Prominent Public Places 
Pictorial Evidence of the developed Tulu script being used in prominent public places has been 

already submitted in the previous document L2/21-188 

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21188-tulu-docs.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21188-tulu-docs.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21188-tulu-docs.pdf
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7.6 Supporting Document by the Government of Karnataka 
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